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Vaughan Plans
Expanded Club
The Tango Palace, 267 So.
Cleveland, has re—opened and
plans have been announced to
expand the upstairs with a
private club.The bar had been
closed for several weeks
while certain improvements
were made. h >
Johnny Vaughan, owner of
the lounge, is formerly the
owner of The Closet Club, lo—
cated downtown. Remodeling
the upstairs has already be—
gun and when completed it
will feature a discotheque
with a $7,000 sound system
and an elevated bar area.
Vaughan says that with the
rise of prostitution and ro—
(Continued on page 2)
MCC Study Group
Scheduled Dec.14
Memphians incerested in a
gay church are invited to at—
tend am organizational meeting
on December 14. Charlene Tay—
lor, who has been with the
Metropolitan Community Church
for several years, has re—
ceived permission to offer a
group to Memphis.
The meeting is scheduled
for Sunday afternoon, 4:00pm,
at 224 N. Watkins. Ms. Tay—
lor says the purpose will be
to inform Memphians about
what the MCC is and can offer.
A pot luck supper will be
held after the meeting.
. who
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Carmen, still dressedin fe—
male clothing, walk past a row
of occupied cells so that the
men being held* »there could
jeer and taunt them, one de—
rendant said.
Finally, the frailest of the
defendants, Carmen, was iso—
lated in a different cell from
the others and threatened,
fendants say. One policeman
was reportedly overheard to
tell him, "I‘ve got a nigger
who‘s been back in a céll for
eight days and I‘m ‘: going to
let him bust your ass."
Another cop was then ql—
‘legedly overheard to say,”No
I‘ve got this one first."
The two vice squad agents
who claim to have been solic—
ited by the quintet are of—
Tennessee Sex Law Upheld By Court
On Nov. 17, the U.S. Su—
preme Court ruled that cunni—
lingus is forbidden by Tenn—
essee‘s "crimes against na—
ture" law, overturning an
earlier U.S. Appeals Court
decision that the statute is
"unconstitutional ly
regarding that act.
Three Supreme Court jus—
tices, Wm. Brennan, Thurgood
Marshall, and Potter Steward,
vague"
sharply dissented from this
reversal. Justice William
Brennan said the way in which
it < was made represented "a
dangerous level of judicial
irresponsibility." f
The appealed case involved
a Knox County man, Harold
Locke, who had been convicted
in .Tenhessee
lingus on a female neighbor.
‘The conviction had been up—
held by the Tennessee Appeals
greater
. Criminal Court
of. performing forcible cunni—
and Supreme Courts and U.S.
District Court before being
overturned by the U.S. Court
of Appeals in Cinncinnati.
In its unsigned majority
opinion, the Supreme. Court
‘said that the due process
clause ban against excessive
vagueness "does not iInvali—
date every statute which a
reviewing court believes
could have been drafted with
precision. Many
statutes will have some in—
herent vagueness...."
In 1955 and 1959, it con—
tinued, Tennessee courts had
compared the state‘s "crimes
against nature"" statute with
a similar Maine law. At that
time they quoted a 1938 Maine
decision, State V. Cyr.
"And the Maine statute,
which the Tennessee court had
at that point twice equated
with its own,had been applied
to cunnilingus..," the Court
said.
Through these 1955 and 1959
decisions, the Tennessee
courts had given "sufficiently
clear notice" that cunnilingus
was illegal in Tennessee, the
Supreme Court said.
Jus tLeeo Brennan strong Ly
disagreed, and pointed out
that although the 1955 and
1959 decisions had cited the
1938 Maine opinion, State V.
applied Maine‘s
"crimes against nature" sta—
tute to fellatio, they had






He said, "The Tennessee
court‘s failure in its 19553
Fisher opinion to cite Town—
send, Maine‘s 1950 cunnilin—
gus decision, although ‘citing
(Continued on page 8)
State V. Townsend,
ficers Beale and Cupp. Beale
is about 519" tall, has curly
brown. hair and appears to be
in his mid or late twenties.
Cupp has wavy brown hair with
acbald spout; ts —~piumpistv —and
appears to be in his early or
mid thirties.
Moon, Newsome, Jones and
Carmen are accused of solic—
iting Beale, while Goodman is
charged with soliciting Cupp.
Goodman is especially. indig—
nant about this and says of
the policeman he supposedly
propositioned, "Honey, I‘ve
turned down better than that!"
Goodman said that Cupp had
come up to him in the bar and
offered to buy him a drink.
Goodman says that he refused
it. Later on,as he was leaving
the bar with the others, he






ask for —only $25 and six
months » probation if they
would plead guilty to the
charges. He had originally
wanted to drop the case alto—
gether, thoy added, but .thr
vice —squad agents wouldn‘t
agree to this.
The defendants refused
this offer and will fight the
case in court. It is slated
to be heard on January 20 at
6:00 p.m. in Division V.
In preparing for che trial,
the five defendants and their
lawyer are seeking informa—
tion on any other gay Mem—
phians who har> suffered po—
lice harassment because of
their sexual orientation, said
Newsome. Any such persons
shou)" call the men‘s at—
torney, Ralph Hol
Page 2 — GAIETY
Dr. Crew Explains ‘Reason‘ For Rejection
Gentle sexual persons:
Dr. Geoffrey Ibim, Dean of
our Graduate Division, has
angrily demanded that I write
you clarifying that he does
not personally believe. that
my husband and I caused the
tornado here last spring. He
explained <to me that his only
reason for withdrawing con—
sideration of me as.a speaker
to our students in counseling
was the notoriety we received
when Bishop Dees in our local
paper claimed my spouse and I
had such queer power.
"Rednecks"
j Earlier phases of the civ—
il rights movement taught us
that often the most powerful
villians do not grow snouts
or actually cavort with the
rabble like Bishop Dees, who
are thus allowed to do the
dirty work. When Black edu—
cators integrated the library
in my Alabama hometown, pow—
erful whites fled to their
golf course and their pews,
hoping and praying that the
unfair notoriety would go a—
way, abdicating leadership to
the rednecks who ‘stoned the
Black educators. The rednecks
held the day until
ful whites, ones
tedly would never
one, came back to









Pr. Ibim and. others can
serve the rabble without nec—
essarily agreeing with them.
It is time that thosesrespon—
sible for spreading ‘more ra—
tional views of Gay people,
particularly those —charged
with training counselors,
stopped deserting that task
at tte first shouts of rabble.
Dr. Ibim further questions
my judgement that many in our
counseling program hold the
model of all Gays as sick. I
am prepared to admit that my
small sampling is unscien—
tifi¢ ,even though it includes
the witness of three of the
Division‘s most acclaimed re—
cent graduates, who have re—
fused to allow me to use
their names, for fear of re—
prisals., I urge Dr. Ibim and
others responsible tto check
more scientifically
titudes towards Gay persons
af the Division‘s staff and
students. When I stated that
I would be willing to help in
such an investigation, Dr.
Ibim shouted,"IL would violate
the academic freedom of my
staff if I were to require
them to let you speak!" Asked
whether he might be willing
to protect the academic free—
dom of his students to listen
to an alternative point of
view by providing a special
occasion for any Gay profes—
sional witness (L care not
whether I personally carry
the: workload), Dr. Tbim ex—
f — ( v$ deel en 2
tivity











no intention of opening this
kind of forum."
When we used to choose
which honky to expose first,
we had the terrible responsi—
bility of . taking on the most
vulnerable, not necessarily
the most guilty. We got to
the relatively innocuous op—
erators of small restaurants
(making at least one a South—
ern govenor in the process)
‘long before we have begun to
find ways (and those still
very few) to get at the major
realtors and bank presidents.
I know that Dr.
ly a sweet man. I believe him
when he says that he called
me in the first place out of
kindness, so that I would know
why his interest in my speak—
ing had been withdrawn. What
scares me is that we still
Planned Fees
To Be Minimali





advantages. Since the up—
stairs will be private, it
will prevent unnecessary po—
lice harassment of members.
Vaughan says the club,
which he hopes to have in op—
will charge
allowed by law. Charter mem—
who join by New Years
Eve will be eligible to win
an exceptional prize.
When remodeled,Vaughan ex—
pects to be able to seat:some,i
200 people upstairs.
The downstairs, which W111.
remain public at least tem—
porarily, will be experiencing
some remodeling also. The
major change will be the
of the windows
which open on Cleveland, In—
creased prostitution in the
area, Vaughan says, has made
these windows a handicap.
Improvements which have
already been completed in—
clude a plumbing job in the
downstairs restrooms. Heating
and airconditioning units for
the upstairs are on order and
both areas have recently




The anonymous sidewalk art—
ist who inscribed the message
of GAY POWER in Overton Square
has been unmasked. After a
photograph of the work was
published in GAIETY last
month, the artist stepped
forth and acknowledged cul—
pability.
GAIETY appologizes for our
‘sexist‘reporting in assuming
that the creator was male. We
recognize
the Phantom Concrete Inscriber
of Overton Square.
f hs me s wokcg s < tsk »
——Ibims
early February,fli
the minimum fee __
Martha Brummett as
live in an age when a sweet
person can think he‘s being
nice by saying, in effect if
not in actual words, "I don‘t
think you‘re queer or can
cause tornadoes, but I can‘t
be associated with persons
who have this reputation."
° Viewed one way,
more conspicuous mileage for
the Gay community by taking
on bigger adversaries else—
where, particularly by writing
in major publications. But
viewed in a way I consider
far more important, I live in
Fort. Valley, Georgia, and I
serve my students here. Free—
dom makes no sense‘"‘out there"
or "come when," but always
and only "right here" and
"right now."‘ Booker T. Wash—
ington told us,‘"Cast down your
bucket where you are!" and
honey, that‘s what we all must
start doing.
Thank you, editors of GAIETY
for providing a forum, and
‘\ thank you, sisters and broth—
ers, nonGay as well as Gay,
wherever you are,. for being
there to listen and to join
in our battle. Someday, may—
be very soon, the sweet Dr.
of our world will come
‘round, will learn that only
the fear of us itself is to















































































































Judge Gerhart Gesell has given
the U.S, Air Force until Jan—
uary 3, 1976 to present in—
formation showing why he
should not issue a permanent
injunction prohibiting that
service. from discharging ho—
mosexuals. E
Such an injunction was re—
quested by attorneys for for—
mer T/Sgt. Leonard Matlovich,
who was discharged in October
after telling his superior
officer that he was gay.
Facts requested by Judge
‘Gesell include figures on the
number of homosexuals in the
Air Force, information on "the
actual administration"" of that
service‘s anti—gay regulations
and details on what steps, ‘if
any, the Air Force is taking
to keep its personnel from
having contact with gay civ—
ilians .
The Air Force had initial—
ly. been ordered to submit
this information by November
3, but on October 30, he gave
them a sixty day extension. A
full scale hearing is expected .
to begin some time in 1976.
Meanwhile, Matlovich is
making a national speaking
tour to raise money for his
legal defense fund. He and
his lawyers have pledged to
carry the fight to the U.S.





















































GAIETY — Page 3
Local Gay Bar Scene Developed Despite Obstacles
by‘Fred Harris.
In 1892 — the same year Alice Mitchell slew her lover,
Freda Ward — a gangling, carrot—haired youth of seventeen
moved to Memphis from northeast Mississippi. Named Edward H.
Crump, he quickly became involved in local politics and was
elected mayor in 1909....
From that time on, for almost half a century until his
death in 1954+,he was the absolute political boss of Memphis.
Nothing without his knowledge or permission.
A famous line in one of W, C. Handy‘s songs runs "Mr.
Crump don‘t ‘low no easy riders‘ here." One other thing
which Mr, Crump‘s government didn‘t allow were recognizable
homosexual gathering places, As late as the early 1950s, a
local homosexual who dared ask the Memphis vice squad head
about the possibility of opening up a gay bar was told the
following: f
"Not on your life. I don‘t want any gay bars here; I
don‘t want to see homosexuals together on the streets. I
don‘t even want to see them together in church."
As a result of this sort of policy — and the prevailing
climate offear — Memphis had no genuine gay bars during the
first half of the 20th century. At best, there were a few
"mixed" establishments, often in downtown hotels, where
‘homosexuals could discreetly socialize.
For those weary of the "bars," there were the dubious
pleasures of Court Square.
The first cracks in this rigid wall occured during World [P
War II, with its influx of servicemen and other "out81de
Blood" into the city.
Following World War II, the downtown bar scene was going
strong,. There were several "mixed" bars and restaurants,
many on Union Avenue, patronized by homosexuals.
Bill Kendall, who came out late in 1945, recalls that one
bar popular with gays was
"basket") in the Peabody Hotel. This drew numerous tourists,
he noted, and was considered a good "pickup" bar.
Servicemen and "dirt" tended to hang out at the Oas1s
near the bus station, Kendall said. In the forties and fif—
ties, homosexual prostitutes were called "dirt" while "hust—
lers" were men who sold their services to women.
Also favored by some gays were the old Rendevouz Room on
Union near where the Downtowner Hotel is now and the Rath,
skeller.
First All Gay Bar
The first predominately gay bar in Memphis (as opposed to
mixed gay/straight) was the Blue Room, located at the corner
of Belvedere and Union, Bill Kendall said. It was there in
945 when he came out and closed later in the 1940s.
Court Square continued to be a popular cruising place
during this post—war period, and many homosexuals, 1nc1ud1ng;
"those too young to go to the bars, would go there and posi—
tion themselves on the benches. At that time, George Wilson
recalls, the park was patrolled by ‘an old cop nicknamed
"Uncle Billy." He knew what was happening and didn‘ t care
but his supervisors didn‘t like any "loitering."
"Periodically, Billy would stroll over to the benches and
say, ‘Okay boys, the lieutenant‘s coming by to inspect, so
you‘ll have to get up and walk around a bit until he‘s
gone‘." This would be done, George said, the lieutenant
would be satisfied and law and order would be maintained.
Other popular outdoor cruising areas included Confederate
Park downtown on Front Street and Forrest Park on Union near
the UT Medical center.
An early, predomlnently gay bar during the 19505 was the
Twilight Lounge, located on Madison where George‘s is now.It
was opened as a straight bar by a woman named Lou, but in
1955 homosexuals started going there. Since she had little
other business, the manager encouraged this. As word got a—
round, more and more gays starting frequenting it until it
became a de facto gay bar.
‘Later in the 1950s, the bar was sold to Mike Rollins, who
ran it for about six months. During his ownership, the bar:
was shut down after an undercover vice officer saw a man
kiss a sailor one ‘evening. According to George Wilson, a—
local newspaper headlined its story on the closing with.
"Twilight Kiss Closes Twilight Lounge." .
The flrst establishment in the Memphisarea at which ho—
mosexuals were able to regularly dance together was ‘Ben‘s, a,
~ roadhouse on Highway 70 west of West Memphis, Ark.Gays first:
went there on a Halloween night of 1955, George Wilson re—
calls, He and some other people went there that night in
drag. Some of the other customers became upset when they
realized that the "women" were actually men, but Ben was a—
mused and. invited them to return. To prevent trouble with
his other customers, he had them stay on the cafe‘s second
floor until closing time during following visits. There they
fa
derly black woman named
"late 1957 or 1958,
.0pened.
late 1950s — early 1960s
the Creel Room (the word means
‘basically
could dance, camp, and generally do as they pleased without
'hav1ng to worry about the unknowing straights downstairs.
After closing time, when the regular customers had left,
the gays came down to the larger first floor where they
would continue their partying.Since beer could not be openly
served, it was poured into coffee cups and Coke bottles to
be sold for ten cents a mug. One of Ben‘s employees, an el—
"Baby Doll," was kept busy pouring
quarts of beer into the mugs and pop bottles.
._ For those who had drunk too much "coffee" to return home,
orwo wanted to follow their partying with other activities,
there was a motel behind the bar.
Ben‘s was a popular hangout with Memphis area gays until
when it was closed down by the Arkansas
Highway Patrol. :
About 1959, another all—gay bar called the Blue Note
gay clientele until it burned down about 1962,
Other "mixed" bars patronized by homosexuals during this
period included the Purple Eve
Lounge at ¥84 Park Avenue near Highland, the French Quarter
and Celler bars downtown near Front and Union, the Misfits.
on Broad Street and Sir Robert on Poplar. Ritters, a lunch,
room on Union near Parkway, was popular with some gays at
night as was the Bar X, a tavern on Bellevue which would la—
ter become the Entree Nuit.
 
"The Move To Midtown"
The late 1950s and especially the early and mid 1960s
were characterized by a shifting of gay activity. from the
"mixed" bars downtown to the predominately or ex—
clusively gay bars in the mid—town area. This shift,para1-
leled the larger move to East Memphis.
In the mid 60s, the oldest currently ex1st1ng gay bar in
Memphis, the Entree Nuit, opened. It was located on Bellevue
through the 1960s but moved to its presentloeatlon at 265
South Cleveland about 1970, It was the bar for young gays
© during the 1960s and featured the city ‘s* first go—go boys in
1966 and 1967.
Another gay bar which opened during the early 1960s-was
Frank‘s Shobar, located on Bellevue next to the Entree Nuit.
It opened about 1962 and operated continuously at that 1lo—
cation until 1970, when it was demolished to make room for a
parking lot.
Late in the 1960s, two of the notorious Tiller brothers
came into the Shobar to wreck the establishment and terrorize
its gay customers, Bill Kendall said. Most of the male cus—
tomers fearfully fled, but Dottie, the barmaid, stayed to
fight. She blasted one of the Tillers in the stomach with a
shotgun while Mary, her black ismale assistant smashed the
other on the head with a whiskey bottle. The bloodied broth,
ers staggered out of the bar and never came back again.
In 1965 or 1966, a private gay club was opened in Tipton
County, Tennessee just across the Shelby county line. Called
the Aristocrat, it featured dancing and mixed drinks and had
a $25 annual membership fee.It was owned by a lesbian couple
named Kay and Sarah and became an instant success with Mem—
phis homosexuals. About six months after opening however, it
burned under mysterious circumstances.
Shortly after the destruction of the Aristocrat, Kay and
Sarah opened another private club on the Tipton County line
called the Raven. Like its predecessor, it had mixed drinks
and dancing and was very popular with Memphians., It burned
about 1969 or 1970, also under mysterlous circumstances.
(Continued on page 8)
Located on Poplar near Evergreen, it drew a regular
GAIETY — Page 4
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When the American Psychiatric Association
sexuality from its list of mental disorders in December of
1973, there was a great cry of indignation. "Of course homo—
‘gexuals are sick! Look at all of the studies. They
homosexuals to be sex maniacs with suicidal tendencies.
They‘ve got to be sick." f f
The great fallacy of this argument is that
Stonewall liberation, most homosexuals were invisible.
only ones available for study were in mental hospitals or
under the care of a psychiatrist, The only. homosexuals
studied were the sick ones.
Liberation has changed all that. People who would have
never ~admitted their sexual preference a few years ago are
now doing so openly...even publicly.
Among the recent studies that are attempting to rectify
the errors of the past is ome presented by Thomas Clark,. Ph.D.
at the Western Psychological Association convention this
year. For his study, Dr. Clark selected 140 college educated
non—patient males from all over the United States and Canada
with varying sexual preferences. These men were all func—
tioning well in society with positions like student, phy—
sician, teacher, lawyer,minister,actor and military officer.
After matching his subjects carefully for age and edu—
cational background, Dr. Clark submitted them to a series of
tests in self concept, neurosis, psychosis, personality in—
tegration and general emotional maladjustment.
The results showed "no significant differences between
any of the homosexual groups and the exclusively heterosexual
controls." All of the groups,
fell within the established norms of the test.
Dr. Clark‘s conclusion is that rather than being a sick—
ness, homosexuality is "a deviation in sexual pattern and
object choice which is within the normal range psychologi—
cally."Sure, there are homosexuals who are sick...there are het—
erosexuals who are also...but to put the blame on the sexual
preference is a monumental oversimplification. Homosexuality




does put an additional emotional burden upon a person. But
it does not make him inherently ill.
So relax kids, ‘the doctor says you‘re okay. = GP
._ at a basicshow
homosexual and heterosexual,
Justice Douglas
The recent resignation of Justice William O. Douglas from
the
political views.
sions from which we stood
Sometimes, this was . direct.






Supreme Court i a logs to all gay peo
For more than 37 years, he
to benefit.
it was more subtle. His





In 1967, for instance, he
Canadian homosexual‘s right to become
when the‘majorlty ‘of the Court: wanted
much— attacked
A prime concern of Justice, Douglas was the protect1on of
free speech and the press.
pression is
jority," he once said.
This gay newspaper, for
exist —




of those wishing to voice unpopular ideas.
the weapon of the minority to win over the ma—
And in case after case he championed
the right of minorities to be heard.
example,
but for rulings by men such as Justice Douglas a num—
he was so11c1tous
"Freedom of ex—
might not be able to
has departed from the bench,_his
A —giant among American jurists, he
towers above the legal pygmies who now dominate the Court.
William O. Douglas
his debt.
fought for our liberation. We are in
\ — FH
Judicial Irrespon sibility
On the surface, . the
nilingus as a crime
Supreme Court decision branding cun—
in Tennessee might seem to affect only







contemptible sex law, the ruling chips away
American legal principle, the right of a citizen
exactly what is forbidden by the law. The Court‘ s
"many statutes have some lnherentvagueness
offers little .comfort to those accused g i1l1l— defined crimes.
Nor is that — the decision‘s only flaw. In saying that




And that is a startling reversal indeed,
scope of the sodomy law, the Court seems to be
was guilty in this case unless proven in—
since the tradl-
tional precept is innocent until proven gullty
F1na11y,the Court made this ‘erucial decision without even
giving the parties involved a chance to argue their vrews It
is not surprising that Justice Brennan said the ruling rep—
resented "a dangerous level of judicial irresponsibility."
LETTER *~
FH—
‘Mat Is My Martyr‘
Dear Editor,
I‘ve read several issues ofCAIETY ‘and I‘d like to Seemore info on my "martyr"i..
Matlovich. What he‘s doing for
the gay community is above re—.
proach,. I mean, he‘s not doing
this thing solely for himself
»,..although it seems that way,
since most: of the gays I speak
to around here can‘t be both—
ered. Isn‘t there a money







_but don‘t ‘know where to sen
it, It‘s important to me, a:
‘well as him, as to whether h«
wins his fight...our fight.
I‘ve also heard of a "friends
for Mat" organization... .ca
you be of further assistance?
— name withhel«
(Editors note: Persons wishin;
to contribute to the Matloviecl
defense fund may contact th
National Gay Task Force, 8!
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The All—American Boy. Will
that label be extended to
known male homosexuals?
In national news lately,we
have met two courageous gays:
an ex—Marine who deflected a
gun aimed at the President
and a veteran who is fighting
to regain his job in the Air
Force.
Oliver Sipple received a
lthank—you note from the pres—
ident and praised it as
"great...incredible." He said
that, despite the pain and re—
jection he has suffered since
his homosexuality was bared
along with his brave deed.
._ Sgt. Matlovich is offering
his future for a court test
of sex discrimination in the
military, We should be grate—
ful to people who are boost—
ing our image and our rights.
But in matters of love as
well as war, discretion is
still the better part of val—
or. Let us not rush, half—
cocked, into street demonstra—
tions .
Two questions: Was it fair
to publicize a private part
of Mr. Sipple‘s life without
his consent? ~And was it wise
for Sgt. Matlovich to volun—
tarily —reveal his private
lifestyle?
Sex stories have been jus—
tified by the media when na—
tional security is involved.
Mr, Sipple‘s heroic act cer—
tainly related to national
security — but for it, not a—
gainst it!
In the Matlovich case, I
would say yes,it is necessary
‘for
unjust policy. Of course, his
public support —would be
stronger if he had not initi—
ated the process without com—
pelling provocation.
Mainline America rallies
for non—conformists to flaunt
their differences —
their stuff. But, to confront
Memphis straights without
cause would be no more than
wheel—spinning.
There is work to be done.
In September, led by the




Holy Rosary, Batman‘! It‘s
‘that time of year again. You
know, Happy Turkey Day, Xmas
parades.
Alas for the goblins of
October and of course for all
the other demons who are ba—
sically wicked all the year
round. Alas, because this is
the season for the pure of
heart.
"What‘s that," you say,
"From Satan?"
Never fear. I was sent not
to. condemn — only aid and
abet.
64 Ak race bo" i %,
MSWRRNRCKNIFVSWEv oo oo ae oe as o a o o
by BILL _GAWAIN







phis gays registered to vote.
The margin of victory in one
October 9 contest was only 43
votes . ¢
GAIETY columnist Laura
Hoffman warns against being
"homosexuals first and people
second." The proposed U. S.
Constitutional Amendment
which affects homosexuals is
for eivil rights, not gay
rights.
In a democracy, we get on—
ly a part of what we want. If
we go along with society on
matters such as public decen—
cy and courtesy, we can "get







is something we live
In Memphis, where the
police force, as a whole, is
perhaps the most brutal of
any major city; where the po—
lice are not even reprimanded
for murder and are well known
for their accident (bad driv—
ing) record, nepotism in the
ranks and recruitment of
pathological officers; the
ACLU handbook, The Rights of
YGaz People, does us no good.
Those of us who believe
(or would like to) that police
harassment is not the problem
now that it was in previous
years had best be told of two
recent incidents.
In August, three women were










call us bad. These perpetra—
tors of God‘s cliche to "go
forth and multiply"(generally
Southern Baptists or members
of other superstitious cults)
are imbued with a primative
sexual egomania to remake
themselves. We are the fruits
of these people‘s loins: These
people who equate femininity
with spewing forth children
every nine months and masceu—
linity with "knocking
piece." %
___ At some point while trek—
king the path through child—
hood and beyond adolescence,
some of you out there realized
that you felt the same way a—
bout the captain of the foot—
ball team that all the other
boys professed to feel about
the homecoming queen.
How —you dealt with this
split second of insight into
yourself will determine what
you will be for the rest of
your life. To be alone is.
frightening, but not










_‘ Yes, fiends and other selt—
possessed, this is our time
to lay low. (As much as pos—
sible!) We‘ve had all our
fall fun on All Saint‘s Day,
(for the mortals, Halloween.)
Now is the busy time for
my pack. You see, while we
leave the living to their own
devices for the next few weeks,
we will be hard at work on
our ‘76 model evils. They
will premier on New Year‘s Eve.
So, whatever you do, be
good at it, and dlon‘t satoff
yourself over the holidays —
especially if vou‘re a turkey}
lav/g
to the fears and inadequacies
of one‘s precursors. Accep—tance of the principle "what—
ever I feel is whoever I am"
  
(Melissa Manchester) is ob—ligatory if one wishes to bean individual and not an au—.tomaton.
Everyone ‘s good friend,.Juicy, the bartender,once told.me that he never felt sorryfor anyone in gay life. I a—gree with him. But mostly Tagree with what he implied:You can‘t pity yourself. Tobe queer is to endure a hell
of a lot...and none of it is
your fault. Pity is their
hang—up...not ours.What could
be more childish than to re—fuse to understand somethingfor fear "that it might betrue about yourself? a*I personally believe thatten percent of the men in A—merica are straight, ten per—cent are gay, and the othéreighty percent are neuter.»They‘re so worried that Moth—er and Dad might think thatthey are doing
generate that they have nosexuality left. I call itfilial impotence. +America prides itself oniits virility. What could be
more masculine than sleepingwith another man? Being queeris more than pink dresses andhigh heeled shoes, it is astate of mind. If you ignoreit within yourself,you betrayyourself. ?Christopher Marlowea life «of mental livedtorment,._ bludgeoning himself with hislatent homosexuality., Out ofthis anguish he wrote EdwardII — a play about a king whogave up his kingdom and ul—timately his life rather thanleave his lover, It is Mar——lowe‘s tragedy that he neverowned such a perfect love...it is our tragedy that wedeny its existence.
dordafad(x@@o(o@ci(qYou never really know a manintil you‘ve camped with himw
x. Foddy Roeosevel !
Sin aM Se Who tut ece # e 6 # e e e we e e w e e e e e e e e e e woe a e vka jw as Ne ia Ta in h lnha rePNW etovatVoor totenMCC 4 Yatenn, 12tat,far tLou. meter ao 205
something de—
one Sunday afternoon.  Sud—
denly a patrol car pulled over
and an officer accused one
woman of trying to force an—
other (her lover) to go some—
where. The accusation was, of
course, quite vague and il—
logical. The situation was, I
think, precipitated by the
fact that the two women had
their arms around each others‘
waists. —The couple, more
threatened by the threat to
the other than to themselves,
reacted violently. There was
a physical struggle and ver—
bal mud—slinging. All three
women were taken to jail. The
other woman was released five
hours later with no charges.
The couple was released on
bail.
After over a monthof tense—
ness and police surveilence,
financial troubles, being pa—
tronized by their lawyer and
a ridiculous and degrading
courtroom appearance, the wo—
men were let off with a small
fine and a record of disor—
derly conduct. The evil of
this is that no laws were
broken until the police at—
tempted to arrest the couple.
This could happen to anyone —
anytime. It could happen to
_you and your lover.
Due to caution and ration—
al thinking, combined with a
knowledge of the Memphis City
Code, another police—precip—
atated incident, in October,
was more successful.
About ten o‘clock one night
a group of eight young men
had gathered in Overton Park,
near Queens‘ Hill. A partol
car pulled up and asked the
group what they were doing in
‘their (the policemen‘s) park.
The patrolmen also made ob—
scene remarks and damaged one
of the cars. The group did
not react to the provocation,
however, and left the park as.
ordered.
The next day, most of them
went to police headquarters.
They saw an official,told him
of the incident, and reminded
him that, according to the
+, Memphis Code, parks belong to
the people}jand do not close
until midnight. The official
thanked them for their coop—
eration and told them that he
would try to cut down on un—
warrented harassment of citi—
zens. Later it was learned
that the two patrolmen —re—
sponsible had been suspended
for two days. 3 j
It is impossible to — hope
that police harassment of gay
people can be eliminated, but
it is possible to lessen it :
impact. Here are some guide
lines:
1. Know the Laws., Read the
Memphis City Code and the
Tennessee Code,both available
in libraries. Until the laws
can be changed, knowledge of




and a possible tragedy.
(Continued on rage 10)
t
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HELP NOW Crisis Center Aids Straights, Gays —
by Fred Harris
"HELP NOW.May I help you?"
The voice at the other end
of the phone is quavering and
on the verge of tears.
"My lover told me tonight
that he has met someone else
and is moving out of the a—
partment. I‘ve had several
drinks to calm down but I‘m
so depressed I feel like I
could die. What can I do?"
This plea is not untypical
of the calls for assistance
which HELP NOW, the 24—hour
Memphis emergency crisis line
receives nightly., While most
of the callers are troubled
heterosexuals, a number of
gays use the service as well.
The HELP NOW crisis line
has been in existance for a—
bout three years, says its
director, Ms. Pat 0‘ Shaugh—
nessy, and is jointly spon—
sored by the Northeast Com—
munity and the Whitehaven—
Southwest Mental Health Cen—
ters.
It is funded by grants
from the National Institute
of Mental Health, city and
county funds and fees paid by
patients.
Gays on Staff
The center currently has
eight part time staffers in
addition to herself, Ms.
O‘Shaughnessy said. This in—











HELP NOW staffers are
carefully screened and inter—
viewed before being hired.
Also, regular ‘"in service"
training sessions are held to
increase the staff‘s know—
and understanding of
various problems with
which they must deal.
— Late last month a session
on homosexuality was held. At
that meeting the gay staffers
and other homosexuals dis—
cussed the dynamics of being
gay. .
"We felt it was important
that our straight staff mem—<
bers talk to gay people about
homosexuality rather than sim—
ply getting a lecture from
some professor." &
Since there is often only
one person on duty at a time,
pach staffer is trained to
deal with all types of prob—
lems. If problems come up
which are more than he or she
can ‘ handle, however, a psy—
chologist and other profes—
sionals areon immediate call.
Sometimes, a caller will
.Want to speak with a partic—
ular type of HELP NOW staffer
such as a woman or a gay per—
son. If a staffer meeting
their requirements is not on
duty at that time and their
need is not urgent, they are
asked to call back later.
The crisis line receives
about a thousand requests for




    
    
 
half of these are referrals,
in which the caller is told
where a particular type of
service is available.
Another twenty five per—
cent of the callers receive
over the ‘telephone counseling,
in which the HELP NOW staffer
discusses the problem on the
spot.
Most of the remaining calls
involve a combination of on
the spot counseling and re—
ferral .
In referring callers to
other agencies, the crisis
center tries to utilize ser—
vices which will provide gen—
uine assistance rather than
pushing a particular moral or
religious viewpoint. This
latter approach can often
produce more guilt and de—
pression than originally ex—
isted. § &
Problems Vary
The most common concern of
HELP NOW clients are marital
and family problems, notes
Ms. O0‘ Shaughnessy. These range
from couples with financial
pressures to wives who have
discovered their husbands to
be unfaithful.
Other frequently occurring
problems center on the abuse
of alcohol and drugs.
Gay related calls are re—
ceived less often than those
about drugs and. such, but gay
problems are‘ as varied as
those posed by heterosexuals
118%
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parents who are concerned a—;
bout a child being gay and,
wonder what to do. Other per—
sons are worried about their
own sexual identity." ~ j
Still other inquiries have
come from individuals who
think that they might be gay
and want to find out how to
meet other homosexuals.
"In the case of gay women,
we can refer them to the Wo—
men‘s Resources Center and
the NOW consciousness raising
group on sexuality and les—
bianism, For men, however, we
know of no way for them to
meet other gays except through
the bars. And that enviorn—
ment can create asmany prob—
lems as it solves.
It would be good, she
stressed, if there were a
group or organization in Mem—
phis in which troubled homo—
sexuals could get together
with other gays to share con—
cerns and insights. Such a
group would be as beneficial
for well adjusted gays as for
those with problems.
In the meantime, HELP NOW
will continue to do what it
can to meet the emergency
mental health needs of both
gay and straight Memphians.
‘We get
 
‘_ HELP NOW f #
# 24 Hour Emergency Number #
# 327—8185 #
 






On December 4, Meredith
Hutton was crowned Miss Body
Shop, 1975. The Thursday eve—
ning event was the first of a
series of annual pageants
planned for the lounge by
Austin McDermott, owner.
"two
The event was hosted by
Belle Starr and featured en—
tertainment by Miss Starr and
talented new out—of—
towners. B. B. Roberts, now
living in Hot Springs, Arkan—
sas, and Jay Jay, the reigning
Miss Hot Springs delighted






Candy,Shelby Harper and Toni.
Toni was first runner—up and
Shelby Harper placed second
runner—up.
At least two of the con—
testants, Misty and Candy,
nade this their female im—
personation debut.
An award of $50 and trophy
was presented to Meredity a—
Long with the title, First
runner—up received trophy and
$25 prize, and second runner—
up received a trophy.
The Body Shop Lounge is
located at 1350 Madison Ave—
nue and has been open since
early October.
—* Holiday Hangovers **~
‘If your holiday festivities
call for spirits of the more
exotic nature, be sure to try,
these. But be careful, there‘s
not an impotent one in the lot.
THE BALL BANGER
1% oz. vodka
4 oz. Liquore Galliano
orange juice
Mix the vodka and the omnge







3/4 oz. white creme de menthe
14 oz. vodka
Shake well with cracked ice





Put grenadine in an 8 oz.





Platonic love is like sub—
scribing to Playgirl for the
column on Women‘s Lib. It‘s
like grinding up filet mignon
to make Meatloaf Supreme.It‘s
like going to London for a
tour of the library at the
British Museum. It‘s Henry
Kissinger. (Can you imagine
sleeping with Henry Kissin—
_ger?) It‘s Mae West‘s raison
d‘etre. It serves only Frus—
tration and is followed
closely on the heels by Be—
nign Friendship. It‘s like a
little boy —with his nose
pressed against a windowpane.
It‘s "Early to Bed," never to
rise. It‘s old hat — over old
lap. Eunuchs of America unite
...Try your hand at something —
else.
   
The Queen's Men.
says
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Miss Black Gay Memphis
Crown Is Won By Tamika
Miss Black Gay Tennessee
1975 was crowned Monday night
Nov. 244, The pageant, pre—
sented by Peaches, the first
official owner of that crown,
was held at George‘s Theatre
Lounge, 1786 Madison.
Tamika was selected by the
judges from a field of five
contestants as the most fit,
ting impersonator to reign
for the coming year.
._ The other contestants were
Wilma, first runner—up, and
Teresa, second runner—up.
Fourth and fifth places were
held respectively by Stellina
Estellas Savalas md Raquelle.




vided by Tracy and Laura of
George‘s, and Peaches,
for several years, the Miss
Black Gay Tennessee pageant
was resuscitated by Peaches.
She is one of the city‘s most
well known drags and is a




also handled the emcee chores.:
After falling into disuse
 
.erestopport!root.«sworePer.
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SURCHASING — Person ~
 
 
JOIN HANDS — A newsletter
and for gay prisoners.
by
Avail —
able free to prisoners. To
people on the outside at a
cost of $1 per issue or $4
per year (about 6 issues).
Outside subscriptions help
send this newsletter to
prisoners. Write: Join Hands,
POB 42242, S. F. Cal. 94142.
 














Open daiw > a.m — 10 pm.
Sundays—a-noon- to
—(wer BO Foppies —
—Lifefime Buyer Protection Plan —
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Sixties See Gay Growth
(Continued from page 3)
During the mid 1960‘s, Kay and Sarah also purchased the
Twilight Lounge on Madison from another gay couple known as
"Blanche and Cookie." They renamed it The Famous Door and
turned it into a lesbian bar, the first in Memphis.
Another bar during this. same periodwas the Hunt, at 971
Jackson. Owned by Dalton Cooper and Charlie Brown, it fea—
tured go—go boys and female impersonators,. It was popular
with gay males until it closed in 1968. —
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, dancing was not legally
permitted in any of the city‘s mixed or gay bars, But this
didn‘t prevent at least a couple of bars from having illegal
dancing now and then, sources report. The doors would be
Locked and careful watch kept for authorities.
Black Gay Memphis
While gay life in the white community during the fifties
and sixties centered around several downtown and midtown
bars, black gays gathered in their own clubs and bars. Like
many of the white establishments, they were "mixed" and in—
cluded both gays and straights according to Peaches, the
prominent black female impersonator.
During the 1950s, bars and clubs popular with black gays
included the Flamingo Cltib and the Club Handy on Hernando
Street, and the U—Bar. Of these, the Flamingo Club was con—
sidered the "hottest." It was popular until it closed about
1961. ;
During this period, males in full drag would mingle with
the other gay and straight customers, Peaches says. There
were no problems with the straights, but the police would
perlodically come in and arrest female impersonators.
In 1958, the first Miss Black Gay Memphis drag contest
was held at the Flamingo Club. The winner was Miss Peaches.
Prior to that, in the mid—1950s,} there had been at least
three similar contests. __ ¢ §
After the Flamingo closed, black gays went to the Hippa—
drome Club at 500 Beale, It was popular from about 1962 to
1965—66. —
Other mixed establishments popular with black homosexuals
during the 1960s included the Showcase Club on Park Avenue,
the Toast of the Town, the Rosewood Club and Safari Bar on
Lauderdale, The first black female impersonation troupe was
Peaches and the Jewel Box Review, formed in the mid 1960s.
This group performed at the Elks Club on Beale Street and
other establishments before disbanding in 1968, or 1969.
Because of the rigid segregation enforced in Memphis un—
til the mid 1960s, there was no mingling of black and white
homosexuals in bars and clubs. This did not prevent occa—
sional contact from being made outdoors in parks, around the
bus station or other open places. f
"There was limited contact between the blacks and the
whites .back then," Peaches stated, "but it was private and
very discreet."
After the passage of the EqualAccomodations Act of 1965,
a few blacks started to go into the previously off—limits
white bars. The first —gay bar to be so integrated was Frank‘s
Shobar on Bellevue, when a black named Alan Dillard went in
and ordered a drink. He had no difficulties with the em—
ployees or other customers, said Peaches. On the contrary,
"They loved him!" f
A little later, Peaches became the first black drag queen
to go into a white gay club. By 1966—67, a few blacks had
been given membership cards to the gay private club in Tip
ton County. Others were refused membership however, and a
de ‘facto quota system seemed to be in effect.
A New Era Dawns
If the 1950s had been a decade of quiet conformity, the
1960s were marked by turbulence and social change, The Viet—
nam War, with its mindless destruction, had caused many A—
mericans to doubt the authorities they had previously re—
spected. The black civil rights movement had caused other
minorities to question whether they too,could obtain through
struggle, their basic rights as American citizens. On cam—
puses and in cities across the nation, an entire counter—
cul ure sprang up, rejecting traditional modes of dress and
behavior.
And this mood. affected the nation‘s Say community. On
une 29, 1969, at a elub ealled the Stonewall in New York
City‘s Greenwich Village,
—
homosexuals fought ‘back as police
attempted to raid the club. It was the first time in history
that homosexuals had struck back at their oppressors and
marked the beginning of the contemporary gay liberation
movement. s
Pack in Memphis, says aware of what was happening, watched
with ntercest. What effect, if any, they wondered, would
deovelopments have in Memphis during the 197053, the now
choad ,
MQOMTH: Lay in the
(continued from page 1)
Cyr, Maine‘s 1938 fellatio
decision,...was notice that
the Tennessee courts consid—
ered fellatio but not cunni—
lingus as within the nebulous
reach of the Tennessee sta—
tute."
(Editor‘s Note:
this year, Maine abolished
its aforementioned "crimes
against nature"‘ statute as
part of a general criminal
code revision. Homosexual
relations between consenting
adults are now legal in that
state.) f
Justice Brennan also crit—
icized the Court‘s holding
Earlier
. «that since Tennessee accepted
a "broad coverage"‘ definition
of "crimes against nature,"






A gay 1974 graduate of the
U.,S. Naval Academy at Anna—
polis has initiated a new
challenge to the ban against
homosexuals in the armed
forces.
Ensign Verson Berg,24, son
of a career. naval officer,
withdrew a resignation he had
earlier submitted
superiors discovered he was
gay. :
_ "I support the Navy and am
fighting to stay in," he said.
after his‘
_State‘s Sex I'JaWUpheId f
In the majority decision,Brennan said, the traditionaltest of vagueness — whether astatute gives fair warning‘hat one‘s conduct is crimin—al — is supplanted by a test:whether there is anything inthe statute "to indicate,clearly or otherwise, thatrespondent ‘s acts were out—side the scope of" the sta—tute."This (stands the test.. ofunconstitutional vagueness onits head," he said.
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The —National. ROW Confer—
ence in Philadelphia, —— Pa
mgrked another milestone for
lesbian visability. and. Cay
Fights. Tne cunfecrence volod
that equal rigylits for lesbians
would be a TOP PRIORITY this
yeat. —The NOW Lesbian/ Sox—
uality Task Force will re—
ceive no less than 1% of NOWs
national dues (roughly $5,000
— equivalent to a national
priority.) The money will be
used for issues of concern to
lesbians on local, state and
federal levels. Much of the
money will be appropriated
for efforts to pass federal
gay civil rights bill HMR5452.
The motion was one of , only
three issue—oriented motions
which managed to come up be—
fore the floor for a vote.
The tone of the conference
reflected the real change in
attitudes within the organi—
zation toward lesbians. Re—
elected president Karen
DeCrow who has done extensive
work with National Gay Task
Force made a public apology
to lesbians for past internal
NOW. oppression and discrimi—
nation (ie: the lesbian purge
in 1970.) She promised that
NOW would move away from what
has been a white, middleclass,
heterosexual organization and
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Gay Men, Women Learning Self Defense
by Fred Harris
Most ofShop the theFeverberates withsounds of disco musl®,ing, aindafternsons, howevarwalls cxt thease * &
weklk, Bodythe‘dane—lon. OnSundayitskicks as apraet ic
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memphis‘ only waterbed dealer
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Moosqhyc‘e four @ Specially “fled usa terbe} sheets ® Bases For
normal bed he:hits ® Dehoen!
bed sizes Oqound and, custombeds ® ALSO Umciue concepts
in modern Porncure and accessories.





John White demonstrates the value of "the element of sur—
prise" to one of his pupils feigning an attack.
under 18 may —participate. In addition to attending
The purpose of the class ingf the Sunday afternoon instruc—1s not to teach students to a sfi p34 tional sessions, each studenthurt their assailant but to ; a3 is expected to practice the
protect themselves from in— s ags exercises during the week,jury, White says. — f€ preferably every day.
The goal is to protect n
A person should work to—
oneself and disable the at— ward th Int wh def
tacker without doing perma— ards where cetfon—
nent injury. I don‘t believe
in wholesale slaughter." .
Also, the instruction is
tailored to the physical ca—
pabilities of the average gay
person ‘ rather than athletes
or musclemen, he noted.
"This self defense course
incorporated karate into a
form that the average gay
person can use." i
"A Serious Business"
There is a definite need
for gay Memphians to know how
to defend themselves, White
says . During the last three







Earlier this; fall, a woman
entering a mid—town gay bar
was grabbed,forced into a ear
and taken to a motel where
she was raped.
"The level of violent
crime here increases every
year, he notes. "I think now
more than ever, one needs to
know how to defend oneself,"
For these reasons, the
classes should not be viewed
as a time for fun and games.
"Self defense is a serious
business. It is very dis—
. ruptive when there are people
who want
learn."




Club,mentioned in last month‘s
GAIETY is now closed. Jean
and Nancy, managers, have in—
formed GAIETY that due to
many circumstances, including
the loss of their lease, they
have closed their club on
Elvis Presley Boulevard.
A new bar is promised by
the pair to open shortly., The






ically. and without stopping
to think."
White says that he tries
to limit each class to fif—
teen students or so to permit
individual attention to each.
If many more people that that
were interested, the class
would be divided into two
different groups. ‘
"I keep the classes small
so that I can take a personal
interest in each student."
Also, students may consult
with him during the week for
".pointers and refresher tips.
"More Confident"
One person taking the self
defense course is Chuck Dew—
berry.He decided to take the
lessons after becoming in—
volved in a bar altercation




"L alréady feel more con—
fident after four weeks." he
says . s
Anothér self defense stu—
dent is: Pat Brown, one of two
Body Shop employees taking
the course. He believes that
the sessions have not only
increased his physical abil—
ity to defend himself but




An object lesson in the
value of self defense train—
ing was provided recently
when four toughs came into the
bar to hassle the "queers,"
White said. After they re—
fused requests to leave and
became physical, a couple of
selected karate blows to one
sent them scampering down the
stairs to safety.
"I imagine that they went
back to their ‘buddies and
told them that there are some
mean "sissies" in Memphis,"
he joked.
give me
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Sagittarians Are Sexy And Versatile —
by Jamie Hester
— J. J., Astrologers
Sagittarius is the ninth
sign in the zodiac and is
ruled by the planet Jupiter.
It is also a fire sign, sym—
bolized in the zodiac by the
archer.
The Sagittarius nature is
active, restless, versatile
and optimistic with much in—
nocence of a child,expressing
themselves very bluntly with
will and intelligence. The
ninth sign native is virtu—
Follow Guides;
Avert Trouble
(Continued from page 5)
2. Join the American Civil
Liberties Union. They need




3. Support the gay commu—
nity. Get involved in bar ac—
of Gay People
tivities. However, if you
have a justifiable concern
for a government or "high
security" job,don‘t park your
car near the bars. The police
have for some years taken the
license numbers and these are
on file.
The bars are the only u—
nity we have until we can or—
ganize a liberation group.
Join your church gay group.
Women, join NOW. Buy or sub—
scribe to GAIETY and keep in—
formed.
4. If arrested,do not pan—
ic. Don‘t do anything. NEVER
resist arrest. You will be
asked your name, address and
age. State these in a calm,
level voice and shut up.
5. Some lawyers will rip
you off. Be careful. It‘s




ally free of malice, pretense
or deception and are profound
thinkers utilizing intuitive
and prophetic qualities.
‘\ The Sagittarius is very
cheerful and not likely to
suffer from neurosis.. They‘re
usually free from fear and
other emotions that create e—
motional disorder. The power —
ful intuitive in the ninth
sign nature disciplines and
directs the behavior and so
they instinctively differen—
tiate between right ad wrong .
Generally speaking, the Sag—
ittarius ego is very healthy.
People born under the in—
fluence of Jupiter are sur—
rounded by an element of luck
and a thirst for danger. In
fact, the archer will never
run from a fight but will
flirt with danger in sports,
on the job or as a hobby. The
love of speed,
fast cars and games of chance
presents elements of risk
that excite and challenge.
Daredevil pilots and race car
drivers are often Sagittarian
and Las Vegas is fullof them.
Romance to the Sagittarius
native is like anything else,
They plunge into a romantic
relationship with a reckless—
ness that comes to a halt on—
ly when marriage is mentioned.
The erotic drive is not ex—
ceptionally powerful in the
they gain the
impression of being highly
sexed because they are natu—
rally affectionate, flirta—
tious and have a need to con—
stantly try something new and
different.
The need for variety ex—
tends to the love relation—
ship. The Sagittarian engages:
in numerous brief affairs,but
when cupid hits the archer
and creates a more serious
romance Sagittarians are pro—
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tective, tender and attentive
but seldom constant.
In the marriage state they
‘try to be a good partner, but
roam often
interferes with marital suc—
cess. There is a strong chance
of extramarital affairs.
The ninth sign native is
naturally at home in any oc—
cupation that requires travel
and challenge. The Sagittarian




(Dec. 22 — Jan. 19) *
Use your originality to
reorganize and direct your
talents and energies. It
could bring success later on.
AQWARIUS:
(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18)
Take time to try something
artistic now. You could have
Very good luck. Your sun is
dn‘good aspect to Uranus.
PLSCES
(Feb. 19 — Mar. 20)
Don‘t let your mental en—
ergies exhaust you. Try to
direct them into constructive
channels.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 — Apr. 19)
The increased popularity
you are now experiencing can
bring excellent contacts to
‘boost long term career plans.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 — May 20)
Nervousness and  tempera—
ment will only wear you out
and accomplish nothing. Try
detachment duringthis period.
GEMINI
(May 21 — June 21)
Exercise tact in speech
with superiors and those in
authority. You could end up
in the pokey or in an unem—
ployment line.
CANCER
(June 22 — July 22)
Do not allow yourself to
indulge in quarrelsome or
critical attitudes. They may
provoke violence.
LEO
(July 23 — Aug. 22)
Now is a restricting time
financially but it is a good
time for furthering your ed—
ucational pursuits.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22)
Slow down. Your work
isn‘t worth a nervous break—
down.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 — Oct. 23)
With Venus conjuncting
your Sun, personal magnetism
is souring. Now is a good
time to ask for favors.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 — Nov. 22)
Abstract ideas and erratic
actions hamper creativity. Try
to be more down to earth.
 
; Sex
Phyllis, clean the room up
before you leave — PLEASE.
Granny: I‘m gonna tell Stan
about your abortion!
 
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to all. B.J. and Gwen.
y g x + M
Granny: I didn‘t know you
 
were old enough to have a
hysterectomy.
We have noticed no grass
grows under L.B. or Mimi‘s
seat. Who said the grass is
not greener on the other
side? Secret Admirer.
 
George Jr. — Have I been in
 
a closet all this time? Help
me find out., N. _
I hear Ray‘s closets are.
clean again!!!
Those twin sisters are always
there when you need them.‘
 
It‘s nice being your friend;
thanks for being mine. Gwen.
Odes sa loses crown second
time to a black.
Sam, I‘ve been looking for





and Miss Iran were
at Lot I, Summer
 
Those sisters that look like




Thanksgiving — Is Paris Burn—
— ing?
Wayne Newsome. Address: Un—
known.
 
»Peter Pan and , Martha, Marge
and Linda @gnd Little Potts:
your flowers were a joy,stil
are. Love you. Gwen. [
 
FOR SALE: One white Chevy Im—
pala, 1968. Only pay for wa—
ter pump and one month‘s fare
on MTA.
 
Rose, I love you for bringing
me out.
I love you, bitch, 5—11—75.
 
Did you know the twins are
sisters? B.J. and Gwen.






‘Peter Pan and Martha. —
Jones, Where did you have
 
Thanksgiving dinner? Becky.
Frank, Why did you give up
those cows for the old cow
you had?
 
a Happy Birthday R.A.V., Was go—
‘— ing to give you
 
| —I knew you had enough to
{ brighten your day. Split the
plane fare with Bill.
Has — love found Bobbie / of
George‘s and Mark of Memphis?
 
Thanks to all for those cute
cards while in hospital.
Love, Gwen.
_ It was. Peter‘s birthday.
i_ There was a party. And
| EVERYONE petered out. The
Brothers.
 
A.K.d. Registered white fe—
male...at stud. %
‘y"Vice Squad picks top three
"‘ female impersonators. Names
__ as Mr. Congeniality.
 
Odessa! Should be the STAR
at George‘s. ;
Sandy George still can‘t be—
lieve it. She was in George‘s
on Nov. 13th and in the crowd
were the two new lovers, Ann
and Shelia. Of course, it‘s
hard to believe
and Donna are still together
...especially after all that







Who was that mystery person






Confidential: Phyllis has gone
butch and is staying in room
227 and has no sheets on the.
bed.
 
Big Daddy, if you can keep my
feet warm with those cute
footies, watch out girls, for




New Year‘s should be fun if
you can get 200 people in a
12‘ x 12" room. The Iwins.
 






C.R. again if you
E.W.
~GAIETY — Page 11
Gays Babysit For NOW
Karen DeCrow, President of
the National Organization for
Women, hailed the men of the
National Gay Task Force dur—
ing her opening presidential
address during the N.0O.W.
Convention in Philadelphia.
Some fifty men from the Task
Force took care of infants
and children ranging from 2
months old to 14 years,during
the four day convention (Oct—
ober 24—27 .) Ms . De Crow
looked forward to the day
when parents and others would
seek out gay men and women
for work with children and
end the familiar abusive
stereotypes .
Each day about 70—80
children were left at the
NGTF Day Care Center at the
Bellvue—Stratford Hotel .Child
care went on from 8 am until
as late as 4:30 the following
morning. One mother left her
child over night and the next
morning announced, "I felt my
child was in such obviously
good hands that I left my
 
 
White is really too virginal
for Phyllis anyway.
Virginia Sardono, that
of blood meant more
pint
to me
than all the gold in New York.
Ha, Hal! Love, Gwen.
 





bring back my sheets.
needs to wash them.
"ly,! AJ A\)





Michelle — We donot have your
sheets, but we do have your
shower curtain. Rose and Bar—
bara Tiller.
 
When I needed help the most,
you great people came through
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Ron, you are a wonderful per—
son and I love you for you.
— Bobbie.




that let a stamp machine fall
on her? B.J. *
friend do we know
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entree nuit —— Cp
child and I am writing to the,
President of N.0.W. urging‘
her: to try and persuade the
Gay Task Force to do this
gain at our next
in Detroit."
Peter Dunning, the Phila—
delphia co—ordinator for the
, Task Force project, mobilized
toys, food and sleeping and
nap facilities for about 150
children. He labeled the pro—
ject "a wonderful opportunity
for large numbers of people
a—
convention
to see gays as they really
are...caring, warm people.
Many of us are parents our—
selves and children area real
part of our lives. This has
been a fine experience for all
of us, for all of the children
who seem to have had a ter—
rific time and for their par—
ents, who could go off to at—
tend to the business of the
Convention with the assurance
that their children were be—
ing well cared for."
Bruce Voeller, Executive
Director of NGTF, who con—
ceived the project, stated,
"President DeCrow and the wo—
men of N.0.Y. proved
seriousness in ending
stereotypes and myths by ac—
cepting our offer to be the
Day Care Unit for the Conven—
tion. Child Care was effect—
ively and compassionately
provided to a large number of
children. It was a heart
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